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The company confirms its position among market’s leaders with its
participation to BATIMAT 2017
									
Villepinte, October the 20th, 2017

GV2 - VEDA FRANCE generates half of its turnover out of France, in more than 40 countries, mainly
in Europe, Africa, Middle East, Asia and the Pacific.
GV2 - VEDA FRANCE has been experiencing a non-stop growth since its creation and is planning
to accelerate its development, thanks to the opening of its Spanish subsidiary and thanks to lots of ongoing
international development projects. Its participation to BATIMAT 2017 exhibition confirms its leading position
in the expansion joints & firestop systems sector.
GV2 - VEDA FRANCE designs, manufactures and distributes a wide range of solutions for expansion
joints treatment. The expansion joints, which role is to absorb buildings’ movement, need to be treated to avoid
fire spread or water infiltration.
GV2 - VEDA FRANCE offers reliable and suitable solutions to all kind of projects (shopping centers,
hospitals, schools, industrial buildings, airports, stadiums…) and to all kind of situations in seismic zones
or not (car parks, flexible floors, tiles…). The company ensures its clients a technical expertise through the
different phases of the projects: from design to execution.
The company’s activity is focused on two main complementary product families: the passive fire
protection systems and the expansion joints.
The passive fire protection range, VEDAFEU, is a unique, innovative and patented technology. This
range has international certifications (EN, UL, BS) delivered by world renowned official and independent
laboratories (Efectis, CSTB, TÜV Singapore, Exova…). VEDAFEU products are used in many international
construction projects such as: Hospital La Timone in Marseille (France), Maurice Island’s airport, Philharmonie
de Paris, NATO headquarters in Belgium…
GV2 - VEDA France offers a wide range of expansion joints solutions to meet every project
requirements, regardless of gap size: expansion joints with flexible insert, all metal expansion joints specially
designed for highly seismic areas... Among our realizations are the Saint Regis Hotel in Jakarta, the Wine city
in Bordeaux, the Court of Appeal in Fort de France (Martinique)…
Market-driven, GV2 - VEDA France, a 100% French SME regularly develops new products. The
company’s know-how and the quality of its products are recognized by all professionals: engineers, consultants,
architects, general contractors and sub-contractors.
Our booth at BATIMAT: Hall 6 P 153
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